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!FREE EPUB ? Color Dance ? Color Dance Children Story Time Read Aloud Color Dance
By Anne Jonas Is About The Girl In Red, The Girl In Yellow, The Girl In Blue, And The Boy
In Black And White Are All Set To Stir Up The Rainbow Watch Them Create And Teach
You HowColor Dance Read Aloud Kids Books Read Along Color Dance By Ann Jonas
Easy, Fun, And Engaging Learning Activities For Every Little Reader To Get This Month S
Free Activity Visit ReadaRooKids F Get Color Dance Microsoft Store Color Dance Showing
Blocks Of Colors Changing On Your DeviceCircle Dance Showing Circles Of Different Sizes
And ColorsRects Dance Show Rectangles If Different Sizes And ColorsTap Dance Tap In
Order To Change To ColorRed Show Showing Different Shades Of RedGreen Show
Showing Different Shades Of GreenBlue Show Showing Different Shades Of
BlueRGBColor Dance YouTube Color Dance Producer Engineer Anthony Videtto Mixer
Anthony Videtto Mastering Engineer Anthony Videtto Vocals Anthony Videtto Drums
Anthony Videtto Bass Guitar Anthony Videtto GuitarColor Dance By Ann Jonas Goodreads
Color Dance Is A Picture Book That Combines Both Color And Dance Learn About The
Colors In The Rainbow And What Happens When You Combine Two Different Colors
Together Colors Song Color Dance For Children Nursery Blue, Green, Yellow, Red,
Orange, Purple, Black, Pink, White And Brown Learn All The Colors And Dance If You
Have That Shirt On Dancing Color S Premier Studio De Pole Dance Lorient Dancing Color

S Est Le Premier Studio De Pole Dance Lorient Implant Dans La Nouvelle Zone Industrielle
Du Parco Rvlez La Couleur Qui Est En Vous This was a very good book for teaching
about colors! I wish I had this book while I was younger, I was always into coloring and
painting and always was mixing different colors, Color Dance would have been a good
study guide for me to use. Color Dance starts with the primary colors and talking about what
they are by themselves then mixing them and talking about all the possible colors you can
make with the colors combined or just two of them. Its quite interesting. I like that they used
dancers to talk about something simple like mixing colors. Then at the end a dancer comes
in with a gray/black sheet and talks about what that can do to colors. I actually really liked
the book and the way that the pictures made it interesting! This would be a good book to
provide to students while they are working on an art project, or before we do the project I
could read them the book so they have an idea of what colors to mix to make other colors.
Title: Color Dance
Author: Ann Jonas, Ann Jonas (Illustrator)
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers, 40 pp, 1989
Format: Picture Book (Concept Book)
Intended Audience: Children, ages 3 to 8
Description:
Color Dance is a picture book that combines both color and dance. Learn about the colors
in the rainbow and what happens when you combine two different colors together.
Personal Review:
I found the illustrations in this picture book to be average and they didn’t really stand out.
But with lack of creative and vivid illustrations, the picture book makes up for it with the
great explanations about what colors you get when you combine them. There are 4 kid
dancers that use different color fabrics and dance to show how they get another color from
2 different ones. This is a great concept picture book and helps kids learn about the colors
in the rainbow. I know I certainly learned about 2 colors I never knew about, chartreuse and
vermillion. This picture book is great for teaching children about color visually.
Color Dance was published almost 20 years ago but serves a fundamental purpose of
teaching children about color through dance. The dancing combined with color fabric
scarves creates a series of different hues and colors in the rainbow. The concept is simple
and easy to understand. Children will definitely want to read this book to learn about color.
Citation of two critical sources:
Publishers Weekly’s review points out interesting mistakes in this concept picture book.
Some of the illustrations can be confusing in that the combining of 2 different colors doesn’t
show more than one color. Also, it points out that some of the colors, blue and red, are not
traditionally considered to be the true color spectrum. I didn’t even notice these “mistakes”
and they are so minimal that it doesn’t affect the fundamental purpose of the book, to teach
kids about colors.

Children’s Literature’s review is a bit more upbeat and describes the book as a wonderful
way to help kids learn about color. It also mentions how linking movement with color would
also help stimulate creative thinking.
• Title: Color Dance
• Author: Ann Jonas
• Recommended Ages or grades: 26 year olds
• Summary: This is book for little girls who may like to dance. It starts with a group of three
girls of different multicultural groups in dance clothes. The book has three girls who have
big garments in red, yellow and blue and their leotard is the color of their scarves. A boy
with a white scarf come later and at the end is a color wheel and a curtain of many colors.
This book is a bit boring to me and there seems to be no direction.
• At least one “extra”
o What did you find particularly enjoyable/unenjoyable? I didn't enjoy this book, but I still
think it can be used to introduce secondary colors.

This breathtakingly simple picture book explores colormixing through an imaginary
interpretive dance. Three children dance with silks of primary colors. As they overlap, the
text talks about the color wheel and names the secondary and tertiary colors as well as
touching on shades and tints. A brief explanation is written in the back. Color names like
vermilion and aquamarine may be difficult for young readers to read alone, but excellent for
reading aloud. The original watercolors are absolutely stunning! The vibrancy and subtlety
are not caught in the Goodreads cover image. Ann Jonas does a good, clear job of pointing
out different colors and what they make when you mix them together. She does this in her
book "Color Dance" by the illustrations of little dancers running with sheer fabrics that are
different colors the way these little dancers run creates a "color dance" that the class you're
teaching could also do and participate in after or even during reading the book! The words
are a little plain and not very fun but I guess it may be to keep the attention on the
illustrations and the colors rather than the words. Also in this book it shows a color wheel
with a lot of the colors on it and it gives you all the names of each color, so you can read
through all of those colors together as a class as well. See a color wheel come to life as
dancers demonstrate how the blending of certain colors makes other colors.
Ages: 37
**Like my reviews? I also have hundreds of detailed reports that I offer too. These reports
give a complete breakdown of everything in the book, so you'll know just how clean it is or
isn't. I also have Clean Guides (downloadable PDFs) which enable you to clean up your

book before reading it!
Visit my website!

I read this in preparation for my Colors storytime this week, but I decided not to use it. It
really bothered me that the red character was actually pink, which is confusing for me let
alone young readers trying to learn color and color theory. The premise was wonderfulI love
using sheer scarves to show kids color blending toobut this was disappointing.
For: readers looking for a book about dance.
Red flags: The red is actually pink, thus the book is inaccurate. This book is super
inaccurate because the color it refers to as 'red' is actually pink; therefore, its entire premise
is false. This is a great book to accompany a number of lessons and activities. It's also
great for many age groups, mostly thanks to the supplemental material at the end
explaining primary, complementary, and tertiary colors. This would make a great book for
learning colors, art classes, parachute activities, and dance classes.
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